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Abstract
In traditional topology, it is known that an inverse limit of continua (compact Hausdor3
connected spaces) is a continuum. This paper gives corresponding results in locales: we show
that a direct limit of compact normal (or, of compact normal connected) frames is normal (resp.
normal connected). Some of the preparatory results hold in broader categories, and in fact we
will give su5cient conditions for an inverse limit of complete lattices to be compact (or compact
connected). c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 06D20; 54C30
1. Introduction
Connectedness and local connectedness of frames have been studied by Baboolal and
Banaschewski [4], Xiangdong Chen [7], and others. Direct limits of compact frames
have been studied by John Isbell [2], Liu Ying-Ming and He Wei [3], and others.
We shall be concerned with direct limits in frames and some related categories. We
Crst discuss compactness and connectedness of inverse limits in (meet-) complete lat-
tices, then turn to normality and connectedness of direct limits in Frm. We will give
topological applications of the main algebraic conclusions in Section 3.
Most of our terminologies follow Refs. [2,5,6,8].
Denote by Frm, the category of frames; by Mcl, the category of meet-continuous
lattices. In both of these two categories, morphisms are Cnite-meet preserving and
completely join preserving maps.
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Denote by Comp(∧), the category of complete lattices; by Mcl(∧), the category
of meet-continuous lattices. In the two categories, morphisms are completely meet
preserving maps. Comp(∧), like Frm and Mcl, is a varietal category and therefore has
all limits and colimits. We shall begin with some more special results (Theorems 1.1
and 1.2 and Proposition 2.1) about direct and inverse limits.
For any inverse system = {L; g} in Comp(∧) (where g :L → L; ¿, omit-
ting symbolically the upward-directed index set), the inverse limit of , denoted by
L(), is just the set of all threads (x) in P=
∏
L (satisfying g(x)= x when-
ever ¿) with ordinate maps P :L() → L deCned by P[(x)]= x. Evidently
L() is completely meet-closed in P, so there is a reIection r :P → L() (i.e. the
adjoint map of the inclusion i :L() → P). And r(y)=min {t ∈L() | t¿y}; y∈P.
DeCne the set of semithreads of the system by S()= {(x)∈P | g(x)¿ x when-
ever ¿}; then S() is completely meet-closed and completely join-closed in P. For
any y=(y)∈ S(), the paper [2] has given an explicit transCnite construction of r(y).
We restate two results of John Isbell, because our results are mainly based on them
(for convenience, we slightly change the expression and newly number them).
Theorem 1.1 (Isbell [2]). Mcl(∧); as a full subcategory of Comp(∧); is closed under
inverse limits. In fact; for an inverse system  in Mcl(∧); r : S() → L() is an
epimorphism in Mcl.
Theorem 1.2 (Isbell [2]). Given a direct system = {L; f} in Mcl (where f :L →
L; ¡); let = {L; g} be the inverse system of coadjoint maps in Mcl(∧) ( for
¡; g is the coadjoint map of f). Then lim()= lim()=L() and the coordi-
nate maps K :L → lim() are coadjoint to the maps P; i:e:K(a)=min{(x)∈L() |
x¿ a}; a∈L.
2. Inverse system of compact objects in Comp(∧)
In this section, we mainly discuss inverse limits of compact complete lattices.
Proposition 2.1. Frm; as a full subcategory of Mcl; is closed under direct limits.
Proof. Given = {L; f}; a direct system in Mcl such that each L is a frame, let 
be the inverse system of coadjoint maps in Mcl(∧) corresponding to . From Theorems
1.2 and 1.1, it su5ces to prove that L() is distributive. For x=(x); y=(y); z=(z)
in L(); x ∧ y=(x ∧ y); (x ∧ z)= (x ∧ z). So (x ∧ y) ∨ (x ∧ z)= r[((x ∧ y) ∨ (x ∧
z))]= r[(x∧ (y∨ z))] (the last equation uses the distributiveness of L). From The-
orem 1.1, r : S()→ L() preserves Cnite meets, so r[(x∧(y∨z))]= r[(x)]∧r[(y∨
z)]= x ∧ (y ∨ z) (obviously the terms after r in all these equations are semithreads).
It turns out that L() is distributive.
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A complete lattice L is called compact if for X ⊆ L;∨X =1 implies existence of a C-
nite subset X1 ⊆ X satisfying ∨X1 = 1. A morphism g in Comp(∧) is called properness
preserving if g(x)¡ 1 whenever x¡ 1; g is called zero preserving if g(0)= 0.
Lemma 2.2. Given = {L; g}; an inverse system of compact complete lattices in
Comp(∧); whose bonding maps are properness preserving. From Section 1; L() is
the limit of  with ordinate maps P. Denote by 1 the largest thread (1) where 1
is the largest element in L; and let K; f be adjoint maps of P; g; respectively.
Then we have
(i) for y=(y)∈L(); y¡ 1 i: y ¡ 1 for all ;
(ii) for any y=(y)∈ S() satisfying y ¡ 1 for all ; r(y)= (y∗ ) also satis;es
y∗ ¡ 1 for all ;
(iii) for any  and x∈L; K(x)= 1 i: f(x)= 1 for some ¿.
Proof. (i) Given y=(y)∈L() satisfying y =1 for some . For any , choose a 
such that ¿ and ¿. Then we have g(y)=y =1. So y=1 (because g
is properness preserving), and y= g(y)= g(1)= 1. That is y=1.
(ii) Given y=(y)∈ S() such that y ¡ 1 for all . DeCne inductively a transCnite
sequence of semithreads {y} as follows. Let y0 =y; y1 =
∨
¿ g(y); y
k+1 = (yk)1
for each successor ordinal k + 1; y =
∨
u¡ y
u
 for a limit ordinal . The sequence
will stabilize at some ordinal, i.e. it reaches a thread, that is r(y) (for details, refer to
[2, p. 34]). Also, by induction one can easily prove that, for any ordinal  and any
index ; y ¡ 1 (which implies the conclusion of (ii)).
(iii) Fix an index , deCne i :L → S() by i(x)= (x); where x =
∨{gf(x) |
¿; ¿}. (One can directly prove that i is well deCned, or equivalently, (x)
∈ S():) From the deCnition, K(x)=min {(y)∈L() |y¿ x}; then one can easily
prove K= r ◦ i :L → S() → L(). For x∈L satisfying K(x)= r ◦ i(x)= 1, from
(ii) of this lemma, there exists a  such that x =
∨{gf(x) | ¿; ¿}=1. But
L is compact, and x is a directed join, so there exists a  satisfying gf(x)= 1.
The last equation means f(x)= 1 (because g is properness preserving). Necessity
of the condition is proved.
Su5ciency of the condition can be proved directly (notice K= r ◦ i and use (i) of
this lemma).
Theorem 2.3. The limit of any inverse system of compact complete lattices in Comp(∧)
with properness preserving bonding maps is compact.
Proof. Let = {L; g} be the system, then the limit is L(). For {xt =(xt) | t ∈T} ⊆
L() such that
∨{xt | t ∈T}= r[(∨xt)]= 1, from Lemma 2.2(ii), there exists some 
satisfying ∨xt=1. Because L is compact, there exists a Cnite subset T1 ⊆ T satisfying∨{xt | t ∈T1}=1, that means
∨{xt | t ∈T1}=1 (using Lemma 2.2(i)). So L() is
compact.
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Remark 2.4. (i) Under the condition of Theorem 2.3, and if furthermore all the
complete lattices are non-trivial (i.e. for each ; L contains at least two di3erent ele-
ments), then the limit of the system is compact and non-trivial (notice that (O) is a
semithread where O is the minimum of L, so the conclusion is guaranteed by Lemma
2.2(ii)).
(ii) The known result that the limit of a direct system of compact frames is compact
(refer to [1] or [3] for a choice free proof) can be obtained from Proposition 2.1,
Theorems 1.2 and 2.3 together, because the coadjoint map of any Frm-morphism (or
of any Mcl-morphism) is properness preserving.
3. Connectedness of inverse limits in Comp(∧) and direct limits in Frm
A complete lattice L is called connected, if for x; y∈L; x ∨ y=1 and x ∧ y=0
implies x=1 or y=1.
Theorem 3.1. For any inverse system of compact connected complete lattices inComp(∧)
with properness preserving and zero preserving bonding maps; its limit is compact
connected.
Proof. Let = {L; g} be the system, it su5ces to prove connectedness of L()
(compactness follows from Theorem 2.3). Notice that in this case, the minimum thread
of  is just (O) (where O is the minimum of L).
For x=(x); y=(y) in L() such that x ∨ y= r[(x ∨ y)]= 1 and x ∧ y=(x ∧
y)= (O), from Lemma 2.2(ii), there exists some  satisfying x ∨ y=1 and x ∧
y=O. From the connectedness of L, we must have x=1 or y=1, that is x=1
or y=1 (from Lemma 2.2(i)). So L() is connected.
A Mcl-morphism or Frm-morphism f is called dense if f(x)= 0 implies x=0 (or
equivalently if its coadjoint map is zero preserving).
From Theorems 1.2 and 3.1 and Proposition 2.1, it is immediate to get
Corollary 3.2. For any direct system of compact connected meet-continuous lattices
in Mcl with dense bonding maps; its limit is compact connected.
Corollary 3.3. For any direct system of compact connected frames in Frm with dense
bonding maps; its limit is compact connected.
A frame L is called normal, if for a; b∈L; a ∨ b=1 implies existence of c; d∈L
satisfying c ∨ b=1; a ∨ d=1, and c ∧ d=0.
In Corollary 3.3, by omitting density on the bonding maps and requiring normal-
ity on the frames, one can still get connectedness of the limit (from the following
conclusions).
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Theorem 3.4. (i) The limit of a direct system of compact normal frames in Frm is
(compact and) normal.
(ii) The limit of a direct system of compact normal connected frames in Frm is
(compact; normal and) connected.
Proof. (i) Let = {L; f} be a direct system of compact normal frames, = {L; g}
be the corresponding inverse system of coadjoint maps in Mcl(∧). From Proposition 2.1
and Theorem 1.2, L() is the limit of  in Frm. For x=(x) and y=(y) in L() such
that x ∨ y= r[(x ∨ y)]= 1, from Lemma 2.2(ii), there exists some  satisfying x ∨
y=1. So from normality of L, there exist c; d∈L such that
c ∨ y=1; d ∨ x=1 and c ∧ d=O: (∗)
From Theorem 1.2, K preserves arbitrary joins and Cnite meets, so K(c)∨K(y)= 1.
But K(y)6y, so K(c) ∨ y=1; For the same reason, K(d) ∨ x=1. And also
K(c) ∧ K(d)=K(c ∧ d)=K(O)= 0. Above all means normality of L().
(ii) Moreover, suppose that all L are connected. For x=(x); y=(y) in L() satis-
fying x∨y=1 and x∧y=0, as it did in (i), there exists some  and c; d∈L satisfying
the equations of (∗), and also c ∨ d ∨ (x ∧ y)= (c ∨ y) ∧ (d ∨ x)= 1 (Notice (∗)
implies c6 x and d6y). Therefore K(c∨d)∨K(x∧y)=K(1)= 1=K(c∨d)
(because K(x∧y)6 x∧y=0). From Lemma 2.2(iii), there exists a ¿ such that
f(c∨d)=f(c)∨f(d)= 1; and also f(c)∧f(d)=f(c∧d)=f(O)=O.
By the connectedness of L, it must be f(c)= 1 (or resp. f(d)= 1). From Lemma
2:2(iii) again, K(c)= 1. But K(c)6K(x)6 x, therefore x=1 (or resp. y=1).
Above all implies connectedness of L().
Now we can turn the algebraic results of Theorem 3.4 to their applications in tradi-
tional topology. Let Loc denote the category of locales: Sp denote the category of topo-
logical spaces and continuous maps. Then we have the open set lattice functor ! : Sp →
Loc and the points space functor Pt : Loc → Sp, and Pt is a right adjoint of !.
A space X is called normal (resp. compact) if !(X ), as a frame, is normal (resp.
compact) (there is no requirement of any separation such as T1 here).
Lemma 3.5 (Under axiom of choice). For a locale A; if A is compact (resp. compact
normal; resp. compact normal connected); then so is !Pt(A).
Proof. DeCne ’ :A → !Pt(A) by ’(x)= {P ∈Pt(A):P  x}; x∈A, then ’ is a
regular epimorphism in Frm′. And if A is compact, then for any x∈A; ’(x)=Pt(A)
i3 x=1.
(i) Is proved in [3, Lemma 2:6].
(ii) If A is compact normal and ’(x) ∪ ’(y)=Pt(A) for x; y∈A, then x ∨ y=1. By
normality of A, there exist c; d such that
c ∨ y=d ∨ x=1 and c ∧ d=0: (∗1)
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So ’(c)∪’(y)=Pt(A)=’(d)∪’(x), and ’(c)∩’(d)= ∅. That means normality of
!Pt(A).
(iii) If A is compact normal connected and ’(x)∪’(y)=Pt(A); ’(x)∩’(y)= ∅ for
x; y∈A, then x ∨ y=1. As it did in (ii), there exist c; d in A satisfying the equations
of (*1). Therefore (c∨y)∧ (d∨x)= c∨d∨ (x∧y)= 1, and ’(c∨d)∪’(x∧y)=’(c∨
d) ∪ ∅=’(c ∨ d)=Pt(A), that is c ∨ d=1. By connectedness of A; c=1 or d=1,
which implies x=1 or y=1; or equivalently ’(x)=Pt(A) or ’(y)=Pt(A) (notice
that c6 x and d6y). So !Pt(A) is connected.
Because Pt preserves limits, the following conclusions are immediate from Theorem
3.4 and Lemma 3.5. Nonemptiness follows from Remark 2.4 (i) and the fact that,
under the axiom of choice, a nontrivial compact locale has at least one prime element
(refer to [5, Lemma 1:9, p.89]).
Corollary 3.6 (Under axiom of choice). (i) The full subcategory of compact; normal
and nonempty sober spaces in Sp is closed under inverse limits.
(ii) The full subcategory of compact; normal; connected and nonempty sober spaces
in Sp is closed under inverse limits.
Notation. Now refer to Lemma 3.5. In the case that A is only compact connected
(without normality), we failed to get connectedness of !Pt(A). So we may ask whether
there is a corresponding result for Sober spaces with respect to Corollary 3.3 (alike
Corollary 3.6 with respect to Theorem 3.4).
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